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Key Points

• Normally, engrafting HSCs
reside and oscillate within
confined bone marrow niches.

• HSCs harvested from mice
bearing acute infection are
migratory and interact with
larger niches.

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) maintain the turnover of mature blood cells during

steady state and in response to systemic perturbations such as infections. Their function

critically depends on complex signal exchanges with the bone marrow (BM) microenvi-

ronment in which they reside, but the cellular mechanisms involved in HSC-niche

interactions and regulatingHSC function in vivo remain elusive.Weusedanaturalmouse

parasite,Trichinella spiralis, andmultipoint intravital time-lapse confocalmicroscopy of

mouse calvarium BM to test whether HSC-niche interactions may change when

hematopoiesis is perturbed. We find that steady-state HSCs stably engage confined

niches in the BM whereas HSCs harvested during acute infection are motile and

therefore interact with larger niches. These changes are accompanied by increased

long-term repopulation ability and expression of CD44 and CXCR4. Administration of a CXCR4 antagonist affects the duration of

HSC-niche interactions. These findings suggest that HSC-niche interactions may be modulated during infection. (Blood. 2014;

124(1):79-83)

Introduction

The function of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) depends on their
interactionwith complex niches within the bonemarrow (BM)1,2 and
must readily adjust tomeet the changing needs for differentiated cells
during situations of stress, such as the immune responses generated
by infectious agents.3-5 The current working hypothesis is that
changes in HSC-niche interactions may cause changes in HSC
function and therefore a major challenge in the field is to understand
the specific cellular behaviors (eg, duration of cell-cell/cell-matrix
interactions) resulting in different HSC fates (quiescence vs
proliferation, self-renewal vs differentiation). Direct visualization
of HSCs in vivo and over time is the ideal approach to monitor the
nature of the cellular interactions between individual stem cells and
their niches and can be achieved by intravital microscopy of mouse
calvarium BM.6,7

We studied a naturally occurring, nonlethal mouse model of
infection initiated by ingestion of the parasitic nematode Trichinella
spiralis, the infectious agent causing trichinosis. Ingested T spiralis
reside for several days in the intestinal epithelium,where theymature,
proliferate, and release larvae, which migrate into the circulatory
system and invade the skeletal muscle, where they form cysts and
survive for the life of the host.8 Migration of parasites causes
extensive tissue damage and intense inflammation over the early
phase of infection (weeks 1-3), which is ameliorated by the induction
of regulatory cytokines during the chronic phase of the disease.9,10

Here we show that acute T spiralis infection affects hemato-
poietic dynamics and boosts HSC function. Using time-lapse in-
travital microscopy of transplanted HSCs, we show that acute
infection is accompanied by changes in HSC-niche interactions.
Steady-state HSCs reside within confined niches, whereas infection-
exposed HSCs become migratory and interact with wider microen-
vironment regions.

Study design

For information on the study design, see supplemental Methods, available
on the Blood Web site.

The UK Home Office PPL No. 70/7061 approves and covers all the
animal work described here.

Results and discussion

T spiralis infection affects hematopoietic stem and progenitor

cell frequencies and improves long-term engraftment

We examined hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell (HSPC) fre-
quencies at 3, 14, and 28 days after ingestion of T spiralis larvae to
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capture the consequences of the early, intense inflammatory response
and of the chronic infection phase, respectively (Figure 1A-C; sup-
plemental Figures 1 and 2). Common lymphoid progenitors (CLPs)
frequency increased already 3 days after ingestion (supplemental
Figure 2C); at day 14, we observed increased CLP and granulocyte/
monocyte progenitors (GMPs) but decreased common myeloid
progenitors (CMP; Figure 1A), and by day 28 all frequencies were
back to control values (supplemental Figure 2D). We observed the
same trends in the total numbers of these cell populations (data not
shown). These changes were reflected by increased numbers of
colonies detected in CFU-C assays performed at day 14 after
ingestion (Figure 1B) and by mild peripheral blood leukocytosis at
later time points (supplemental Figure 3A-F).

The frequency, total number, and cell cycle profile of more
primitive HSPC populations remained unchanged (Figure 1D-E;
supplemental Figure 2; data not shown). However, competitive
repopulation assays showed that BM from infected animals had
a consistent reconstitution advantage across all lineages both short
and long term (Figure 1E-F; supplemental Figure 4). Analysis of
spleens from control and infected animals revealed changes similar
to those observed in the BM (supplemental Figure 3G-I) and
consistent with previous observation that numbers of lymphoid and
myeloid cells in secondary lymphoid organs peak at day 15 after
ingestion, returning to normal by day 30.11

T spiralis infection therefore was an appropriate model to in-
vestigate whether a transient imbalance of hematopoiesis and an
increase in HSC engraftment potential would correspond to changes
in HSC-niche interactions.

In vivo longitudinal tracking uncovers differential niche

engagement by steady-state and infection-exposed HSCs

Stable positioning of the anesthetizedmouse for long periods allowed
us to monitor HSC-niche interactions in mouse calvarium through
longitudinal tracking of the cells of interest.12 DiD-labeled LT-HSCs
(Linlow, c-Kit1, Sca11, CD342, Flk22 cells, herein referred to asHSCs)
were injected into lethally irradiated recipient mice expressing GFP
in osteoblastic cells (Col2.3GFP reporter mice13). The next day, we
performed 5-hour time-lapse imaging of identified HSCs and
surrounding osteoblasts. HSCs remained within confined regions
throughout the observation period; however, they often exhibited
oscillatory movements as large as 1/2 cell diameters (Figure 2A-C,G;
supplemental Movie 1). Only 12% of all observed HSCs exhibited
a net displacement greater than the distance covered by the
oscillations (Figure 2I). The observation thatHSCs often physically
oscillate within their niches could reflect an as yet unappreciated
level of complexity in the cross-talk between HSCs and niche cells.
This may be mediated not only by secreted factors but also by

Figure 1. Effects of T spiralis infection on hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell populations. (A-C) BM mononuclear cells (BM MNCs) were harvested from control

and T spiralis-infected mice 14 days after infection and labeled with cell surface markers for immunophenotypic analysis of (A) HPC and (C) HSC subpopulations and (B)

plated into CFU-C assays. (A) CLP (LinlowKitintScaintCD1271); CMP (LinlowKit1Sca2CD34int/1CD16/32int); GMP (LinlowKit1Sca2CD341CD16/32high); MEP, megakaryocyte-

erythroid progenitors (LinlowKit1Sca2CD342CD16/32low). n5 5 mice per group from 2 to 4 independent experiments. Represented are mean6 standard error (SE). Student t

test P values: .013 (CLP), .046 (CMP), .0027 (GMP), and .441 (MEP). Black lines indicate P , .05. (B) CFU-C assay. n 5 10 mice/group from 4 independent experiments.

Student t test P value: .0125 (black line). (C) Frequency of LT-HSC (LinlowKit1Sca1CD342Flk22), ST-HSC (LinlowKit1Sca1CD341Flk22), and MPP (LinlowKit1Sca1CD341

Flk21) in control and 2-week infected mice. Student t test P values: .35 (LT-HSC), .77 (ST-HSC), and .95 (MPP). (D) Cell cycle profile of LT-HSCs harvested from control and

day 14-infected mice. No difference was observed in the proportion of cells in the G0, G1, and S/G2/M phases of the cell cycle. Error bars: SE. n5 5 mice/group. The same was

observed in 2 additional independent experiments, each with n5 5 mice per group (data not shown). (E-F) 1:1 competitive transplantation of BM MNCs from control or 14-day

infected mice (donor) and competitor BMMNCs into irradiated recipients. n5 17 to 18 mice from 2 independent experiments. (E) Peripheral blood reconstitution (mean6 SE),

assessed by flow cytometry at 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 weeks. The differential engraftment of control vs infected BM MNCs was tested using a linear mixed-effect model. The

group effect (ie, difference between control and T spiralis) was statistically significant (P , .001); a time effect could not be detected in any of the 2 groups (P 5 .752). (F)

Multilineage potential of the engrafted cells was assessed by measuring the mean proportion of donor-derived B, T, and myeloid cells in the recipients’ peripheral blood at

week 20 after transplantation (P 5 .0721).
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Figure 2. Time-lapse in vivo imaging of HSCs and exp.HSCs. (A-F) DiD-labeled (A-C) HSCs or (D-F) exp.HSCs were injected into col2.3GFP mice, and 16 to 20 hours

later they were imaged every 5 minutes for 5 hours. Shown are representative xyz views of 3-dimensional stacks at the time points indicated, showing a stationary HSC and

a migratory exp.HSC. Red, DiD-labeled HSC/exp.HSC; green, osteoblasts. Asterisks and dotted lines in E and F indicate exp.HSC position in previous frame shown and

2-dimensional displacement. Scale bars: 30 mm. (G-H) Gunplot 4.4 software was used to obtain a 3-dimensional representation of (G) HSC and (H) exp.HSC tracks, arranged

to overlay the initial point of each track. (I) Proportion 6 SE of migratory HSCs (n 5 26 pooled from 3 mice containing 8, 8, and 10 cells each) and exp.HSCs (n 5 46 pooled

from 4 mice containing 7, 8, 13, and 18 cells each) observed (Fisher exact tests, P , .001). (J-L) Analysis of the characteristics of the movement of all HSCs and exp.HSCs

observed (n 5 26 and 46, respectively). Each dot represents 1 track and shows its (J) displacement (net distance covered from beginning to end of track), (K) mean speed,

and (L) linear progression (ratio of displacement and total track length). Red lines indicate the median and the interquartile range (ie, intermediate 50% of values). One off-

scale value for displacement (197.215 mm) and mean speed (4.005 mm/min), belonging to the same cell, was not included in the graphs, but was included in the statistical

analysis. Differences in the median of these characteristics were tested using pairwise exact Mann-Whitney U-tests with the following results: (J) P 5 .39; (K) P5 .56; and (L)

P 5 .007. Additionally, differences in the variability of these characteristics were tested using the Brown-Forsyth F test: (J) P 5 .02; (K) P 5 .04; and (L) P 5 .02; P # .05 for

differences in proportions and medians (but not variance) is indicated by black lines.
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dynamic cell-cell contacts, where the timing of each connection
could further modulate any signals triggered.

We then imaged HSCs from mice at day 14 post ingestion
(hereafter called exp.HSCs for infection-exposed HSCs). Surpris-
ingly, 57% of exp.HSCs appeared migratory and moved within the
field of view, generating distinct 3-dimensional tracks that oc-
cupied a volume of ;4 times the size of that of HSC tracks
(Figure 2D-F,H-I; supplemental Movie 2). A detailed comparative
analysis of the tracks revealed that little or no total displacement
was detected for HSCs, whereas a considerable proportion of exp.
HSCs covered a wider range of net distances (Figure 2J). Despite
the difference in total displacement, HSCs and exp.HSCs moved
at a similar mean speed; however, the variability of individual
speeds was significantly larger for exp.HSCs compared with HSCs
(Figure 2K).

Themajor difference betweenHSCs and exp.HSCswas the shape
of their tracks. Whereas HSCs generated confined circular tracks,
exp.HSCs often alternated oscillatory movement and net migration,
generating tracks similar to those of leukocytes scanning peripheral
tissues (supplemental Movie 2).14 These observations were quan-
tified by assessing the cells’ linear progression (ratio between dis-
placement and total track length, yielding a maximal value of 1 for
objects moving in a straight line). HSC tracks had lower values (up to
0.35; median, 0.1) and exp.HSC tracks had higher values (up to 0.87;
median, 0.21; Figure 2L). Notably, HSCs showed lower variability
in individual linear progression values.

Exp.HSC migration accompanies increased CXCR4 and CD44

expression and is affected by AMD3100

Given the nature of our in vivo imaging assay, the molecular
foundations underpinning migratory behavior must be acquired by
exp.HSCs in situ, prior to harvest, transplantation, and imaging.
We tested this hypothesis by examining the expression levels of
molecules known to be involved in HSC adhesion and migration
and observed that exp.HSCs had consistently increased levels of
CD44 and CXCR4 (supplemental Figure 5A-D).

CXCR4 guides to and retains HSCs within the BM, and admini-
stration of its antagonist AMD3100 leads to HSPC mobilization
into peripheral blood within 1 hour.15 Injection of AMD3100
during time-lapse imaging of exp.HSCs did not significantly change
the parameters describing cell migration in the subsequent 3 hours
(data not shown); however, the length of the tracks was reduced

overall (supplemental Figure 5E). This was likely due to intra-/
extravasation events, resulting in abrupt ending/beginning of tracks
and reflecting increased cell trafficking stimulated by the drug.

Available reports indicate that chronic and lethal infections/
cytokine stimulation lead to HSC exhaustion,16-19 acute infection to
transient effects,20 and poly-IC administration to differential HSC
localization.21 Here, we demonstrate that acute T spiralis infection
changes the nature of HSC-niche interaction, which correlated with
a marked engraftment advantage. The observed migratory behavior
may be an essential component of the signaling cascade maintaining
the HSC pool during a nonlethal infection.
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